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Abstract— Congestion in Wireless Sensor Web (WSN) 

occurs when traffic burden allocated to each sensor node is 

beyond its capacity. It is vital to manipulation the 

congestion traffic to support established quality of ability 

(such as packet defeat ratios, packet stay, wasting power and 

throughput) especially, multimedia request of Wireless 

Multimedia Sensor Network (WMSN).Congestion 

manipulation in WSN has been shown to be very effective 

alongside respect to spreading lifespan of system. Hence to 

avoid the congestion in WSN, we counseled an effectual 

protocol called Priority-based Congestion Domination 

Protocol (PCCP) which prevents an upstream congestion in 

WSN. The PCCP creates priority table established an 

significance of every single node, and next sends this data to 

all the nodes inside the network. Secondly, the main purpose 

of PCCP is to compute congestion level in the network 

employing ratio of packet inter-arrival period alongside over 

packet ability time. PCCP uses to manipulation upstream 

congestion along alongside congestion degree and packet 

table. PCCP is hop-by hop upstream congestion 

manipulation protocol for WSN. PCCP provides work for 

packet-based computation to optimize congestion control. It 

can work below both solitary trail & multipath routing. 

PCCP ensures promise of packet defeat as well as delay, 

emerging every single node can circumvent unfairness and 

achieve flexible throughput. In this paper, we have 

counseled that PCCP provides larger Q o S by manipulating 

web recourse management and web traffic to consuming 

effectual energy. 

Keywords—  Congestion contro; Wireless Sensor Network 

(WSN); Upstream Congestion; Congestion Traffic; Quality 

Of Services. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This Sensor Web usually does not have pre–determine 

topology. Indeed of this, the sensor nodes craft & 

dynamically uphold the construction of the web through 

wireless communication. These nodes send and deployed 

gathered data above expansive spans to one or countless 

central nodes, which is additionally shouted the center 

station/sink. A WSN encompass of one or extra sinks and 

perhaps ten or thousand of sensor nodes scattered in an area. 

Wireless sensors web (WSN) encompass countless sensor 

nodes to co-operatively describing environmental situations 

within a span whereas the nature curtly adjustments, such as 

temperature, sound, vibration, pressure, gesture or pollution. 

These nodes deed li information/data to send [1]. 

Below light burden the data  traffic in the web is light. But if 

the burden becomes heavy and the data traffic additionally 

rise beyond the capacity. This might leads to congestion 

.Congestion can occurs in WSN because of countless 

sources like buffer overflow, concurrent transmission, 

packet collision and countless to one nature. Congestion 

produce in network because of admission burden is 

allocated on a link /node shouted as traffic, Fig. 1, There are 

two kind of traffic:  

A. Downstream traffic  

The downstream traffic from sink to the sensor nodes 

usually is a one-to countless multi-casts. 

B. Upstream traffic 

Upstream traffic from sensor nodes to sink is a countless to 

one multi-hop convergent. Consequently congestion most 

probability appears in the upstream direction a routers and 

simultaneously accumulates the direction. 

The upstream traffic can be categorized into 4 categories: 

1) Event-based  

A sensor node describing merely if target events occur. 

2) Constant - Sensor nodes could demand to periodically  

report to the sink and produce constant data transmission in 

a little cases. 

3) Query-based  

In query-based transport, sensory data is stored inside web 

and sent to the sink on demand. 

 

Fig. 1: Sensor node 

4) Hybrid  

Useful requests could trigger hybrid data transport 

encompassing event-based, constant, and query-based 

[2].The rate of packet drops at the center node is directly 

proportional to basis rate i.e. after the basis rate increase 

beyond a precise threshold capacity, congestion occurs 

which causes packet drops and in the end rising delay. 

Therefore it degrades Quality of Services. Hence we 

demand to manipulation such congestion to become flexible 

throughput and larger QoS. There are two kinds of 

congestion might transpire in WSN as shown in Fig. 2. They 

are 

 Node-level congestion: It is provoked by buffer 

overflow in the node and can consequence in 

packet defeat, and increased queuing delay. 

 Link-level congestion increases packet ability time, 

and cuts both link utilization and overall 

throughput, and wastes power at the sensor nodes. 

Both node-level and link-level congestions have 

direct impact on power . 
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Fig. 2: Wireless Sensor Network 

Congestion control generally follows three steps: a)any 

detection b) congestion notification c) rate adjusting. 

Therefore we need to find protocol which detect & control 

congestion whose efficiency depends on how much it can 

achieve energy efficiency and how much it can support to 

the quality of services (QoS) [3]. Two general approaches to 

control congestion they are network resource management 

and traffic control. Network resource management tries to 

increase network resource to mitigate congestion when it 

occurs. In WSN, multiple radio interfaces can be used to 

increase bandwidth and weaken congestion. It is necessary 

to guarantee precise and exact network resource adjustment 

in order to avoid over- provided resource or under-provided 

resource[4][5]. In this paper we focus on upstream traffic in 

WSNs, traffic control implies to control congestion through 

adjusting traffic rate at source node or intermediate nodes. 

According to the control behavior of upstream traffic there 

are two general method of traffic control in WSNs. i) End-

to-end: the end-to-end control can impose exact rate 

adjustment at each source node and simplify the design at 

intermediate nodes. It give slow response and relies highly 

on round-trip time (RTT). ii)Hop-by-hope: The hop-by hope 

congestion control has faster response but difficult to adjust 

the packet-forwarding rate[6]. In this paper we have counsel 

a priority established congestioncontrol protocol (PCCP), 

that employs packet-basedcomputation to optimized 

congestion manipulation in WSN. The PCCP creates 

priority table established on significance of every single 

node and sends this data to all the vital nodes inside the 

network [7]. To measures congestion level it mentions 

congestion degree that is the ratio of ability period above 

inter entrance time. 

The main goal is to scrutinize the actions of several 

network parameters & their encounter to congestion that is 

to be control and avoid. The simulation scenarios were 

implemented and tested alongside the use of the NS-2 

simulator. The reminder of this paper is coordinated as 

follows: Section II introduces connected work. Serving III 

propose objective of this paper & delineate setback 

statement. Serving IV represents an overview of finished 

protocol design. Serving V describes simulation set-up and 

simulation result. Serving VI Concludes the paper and gave 

for upcoming work. 

II. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 

In present years, countless new link quality metrics have 

been proposed. The early method measures the round 

journey delay between  neighbouring nodes and proposes 

Per-hop Round Trip Time (RTT). Per-hop Packet Pair Stay 

(PktPair) measures the delay amid a pair of back-to-back 

probes to a neighbor node [10]. Anticipated Transmission 

Count (ETX) measures the loss rate of show packets amid 

pairs of neighbouring nodes and estimates the number of 

retransmissions needed to send unicast packets [11]. 

Weighted Cumulative Expected Transmission Period 

(WCETT) is utilized for selecting channel diverse paths and 

reports for the defeat rate and bandwidth of individual links 

[12]. Anticipated Data Rate (EDR), for accurately 

discovering high-throughput trails in multi-hop ad hoc 

wireless webs for transmission interference. Unfortunately, 

none of these metrics can be undeviatingly requested to 

wireless sensor network that simultaneously seize into report 

delay, throughput  and interference. Adaptive rate 

manipulation (ARC), is an LIMD-like (linear increase and 

multiplicative decrease) algorithm [9]. In ARC, ifthe 

intermediate node dispatch the data to its parent nodethat the 

preceding packets are forwarded prosperously, next 

theparent node rising its packet transfer rate alongside 

constant amount α. Or it increases its rate by increasing the 

constant factor β alongside early rate whereas the β is 

always lies amid 0 <β < 1. ARC does not use explicit 

congestion detection or explicit congestion notification[5]. 

In an event-to-sink reliable transport protocol (ESRT) is 

counseled for congestion control[3]. ESRT is a centralized 

protocol that regulates the reporting rate of sensors in reply 

to congestion noticed by a sink. When the sink receives a 

packet alongside the congestion  notification bit set, it infers 

congestion and shows a manipulation. frequency. In 

mixture, according to queue length congestion is detected in 

every single sensor node. The node at that congestion 

detects, ponder as congestion notification (CN) bit. After 

CN bit is set, neighbouring nodes become alert and halt 

forwarding packets to such congested node and drain the 

backlogged packets. It is inefficient in link utilization and 

fairness [4].Congestion manipulation & fairness (CCF) uses 

packet service time to deduce the obtainable ability rate and 

consequently detects congestion in every single intermediate 

sensor node [7]. CCF controls congestion in a hop-by-hop 

manner and every single node uses exact rate adjustment 

established on its obtainable ability rate and child node 

number. In CCF every single node receives the alike 

throughput therefore it gives guarantees easy fairness. But 

the CCF relies merely on packet ability period that might 

lead to low utilization after a little sensor nodes do not have 

plenty traffic or there is a momentous packet error rate 

(PER). Congestion detection & avoidance (CODA) [8] 

detects congestion based on buffer capacity and wireless 

channel load. CODA designsboth open loop and closed-loop 

rate adjustment, and thealgorithm utilized to adjust traffic 

rate works in a method like additive rise multiplicative cut 

(AIMD)[4]. MultiradioVirtual Sinks in Sensor Webs 

proposes to exploit theavailability of a tiny number of all 

wireless, multi-radiovirtual sinks that can be randomly 

distributed or selectivelyplaced across the sensor earth [4]. 

The siphon additionally infers congestion established on 

queue length in intermediate nodes [9].But it uses traffic re-

direction to weaken congestion. It supports a collection of 

request specific line aggression, low delaytransport bizarre 

and localized activation. But there is no rateadjustment in 

siphon. In WSN, all above congestion manipulation protocol 

are provides only promise of easy fairness & supports 

merely solitary pathrouting. So, we demand a protocol that 

provides highthroughput alongside lowest delays, enhance 
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power efficiency & reliability and supports solitary trail as 

well as multipath routing. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

This serving describes MAC protocol, web ideal and node 

ideal for manipulating upstream congestion as shown in 

following figures. 

MAC layer reliability for congestion control: 

Generally MAC protocol is believed as auto-rate protocol. 

They use queue length to become guesstimate of congestion 

in the network. 

Assumes that the nodes finished buffer size is Q 

and the current number of packets in the buffer is q. After 

the buffer is full, i.e. Q = q, the node is congested 

completely, the packets arrived at this node will be 

discarded. Conversely, after the buffer is not maximum, the 

input packet rate Rin and output packet rate Rout are 

monitored. 

Rin is the reciprocal of ΔTin, i.e. Rin =1/ΔTin (1) 

Where ΔTin embodies the packet entrance interval. 

1) Web ideal : 

This paper addresses upstream congestion 

manipulation for a WSN that supports single-path and multi-

path routing. Figure represents the web ideal whereas sensor 

nodes are supposed to produce constant data and form 

many-to-one convergent traffic in the upstream direction. 

The MAC layer implemented CSMA/CA MAC protocol 

that receives congestion condition and dispatch this data to 

the sender. Every single sensor node could have two kinds 

of traffic: i) Basis traffic: The traffic which is innately 

generated at every single sensor node is shouted sours 

traffic. ii) Transit traffic: The traffic generated by 

supplementary nodes (neighboring nodes) . As shown in 

Fig.3 node 1 is a source node so that it has merely one kind 

of traffic shouted basis traffic, while nodes 2,3,4,5,6 and 7 

are basis nodes as well as intermediate nodes Consequently 

they have both traffics ,source traffic as well as transit 

traffic. Every single node might have two types of 

acquaintance nodes: retrograde and forward. For example, 

the backward node of node 2 is nodes 1 as, foreword node of 

node 2 are node 4 and node 5. Onward nodes are denoted by 

letter f and embodied as f(i) whereas i is node number. 

Backward nodes are denoted by message b and embodied as 

b(i).For node 2 has onward nodes are {4,5} and retrograde 

nodesare {1}. 

2) Node ideal 

In Fig. 4, i be the node in WSN. In MAC layer the 

transit traffic of node i is ritr that is consented from its 

youngster nodes such as node i−1. Before forwarding the 

packets from node I to its subsequent node i+1 both the 

transit traffic and the basis traffic  ri 

m= ri src + ri tr 

converge at the web layer by the parent node of i. The total 

input traffic rate of node i at MAC layer is, 

When this finished input traffic rate rim larger than 

packet forwarding rate of packets might be queued at MAC 

layer. The packet output rate at the node i is riout that is 

forwards to itsnext node i+1. If riin is tinier than rif , next 

riout is equals to riini.e. 

 

Fig. 3: Web ideal 

 

Fig. 4: Node ideal 

 If riin < rifthen, riout = riin (4)Otherwise, If riin is 

larger than rif , next riout will be close to rifi.e. If riin > 

rifthen, riout != riin, (5) But, riout close to riinTherefore, we 

can say,riout =min (riin,, rif ) (6)Indirectly we cut riout by 

cutting riin we adjust rif andriin en such a method that riin is 

indirectly proportional to rif . Wecan cut riin and rise rif 

..Through MAC protocol we can rise rif ,therefore it is 

easier to low riin . We can change the basis rate by changing 

sampling frequency. In fact, the output traffic at nodei is 

portion of transit traffic at the node i+1. Consequently 

reduction ofri out implies a cut of ri+1 . If packet input rate 

ri in greater than packet forwarding rate rif , next there will 

bebacklogged packets inside node i and node-level 

congestiontakes place. So that, we demand to cut ri in and/or 

rise rif.While rif can be increased across adjusting MAC 

protocols, it is far easier to lower ri in across throttling 

whichever ris, ritr orboth of them. The basis rate ris can be 

decreased innately by changing sampling (or reporting) 

frequency. The transit trafficri tr can be indirectly decreased 

across rate adjustment at thenode i − 1. On the 

supplementary hand, if there is encounter on the link around 

the node i, next node i and its neighbouring nodes should cut 

channel admission in order to stop more linkl evel 

congestion. Even though this task could be gave through the 

MAC, yet it is easier to cut ri in In WSNs, congestion 

degrades quality of channels, defeat of packets and 

consumes excess power that leads to buffer drops and in the 

end rising delay. In WSNs, sensor nodes might have 

disparate priority due to their purpose or location. Therefore 

congestion manipulation protocols demand guarantee 

weighted fairness so that the sink can become disparate, but 

in a weighted fair method, throughput from sensor nodes. 

With the fact that multi-path routing is utilized to enhance 

arrangement performance of WSNs, congestion 

manipulation protocols demand to be able to support both 

single-path routing and multi-path routing. Congestion 

manipulation protocols demand to prop established  QoS  in 

terms of packet transport latency, throughput and packet loss 

ratio, that is needed by multimedia request in WMSNs and 

in tern enhances the power efficiency. It attempts to 

guarantee weighted fairness and upholding multi-path 

routing alongside lower control overhead. In this serving, 
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we debate the detail of our schema encompassing 

encompassing A) Congestion detection B) congestion 

feedback / notification C) Priority-based rat adjustment. 

A Congestion Detection (CD) 

In congestion detection (CD) notice congestion 

detectscongestion established on mean packet inter-arrival 

(tia) and meanpacket ability periods (tia) at the MAC layer. 

Here packet interarrival time is described as the period 

interval amid two sequential appearing packets from 

whichever basis or for the transit traffic, and the packet 

ability period is denoted to as the time interval amid after a 

packet arrives at the MAC layer and when its last bit is 

prosperously transmitted. tis covers packet waiting, 

encounter resolution, and packet transmission periods at the 

MAC layer. tia as well as tis can be measured at every single 

node on a packet-by-packet basis.Based on the tia and tis, 

ICD defines a new congestionindex, congestion degree d (i), 

that is described as the ratio ofaverage packet ability period 

above average packet inter-arrivaltime above a pre-specified 

period interval in everysingle senor node i asfollows: 

D(i)= tia /tis (7)The congestion degree is aimed to imitate 

the current congestion level at every single sensor node. 

After the inter-arrivaltime is tinier than the ability period, 

the congestion degree d(i)is larger than 1 and the node 

experiences congestion. Otherwise when the congestion 

degree d(i) is tinier than 1, the incomingrate is below the 

outgoing rate, and hence congestion abates.Therefore 

congestion degree can adequately represent congestion 

condition and furnish helpful data in order to comprehend 

effectual congestion control. The congestion degree d(i) can 

notify the youngster nodes concerning the traffic level to be 

increased or cut by adjusting their transmission rate. In Eq. 

(1), tia and tis at every single node i are measured 

employing EWMA(exponential weighted advancing 

average) algorithm as follows. 

In the procedure of ascertaining the congestion 

degree, tia is updated periodically whenever there are Np 

(=100 in PCCP) new packets appearing as follows: 

ti a = (1- wa)* ti a + Wa * TNp / Np (8) where 0 < wa < 1 is 

a steady (= 0.1 in PCCP examples to be discussed later), 

TNp is the period interval above that the measurements are 

gave, and inside that the Np new packets arrive. Also, ti 

s is notified every single period a packet is forwarded as 

follows: 

ts = (1 − ws) * ts + ws *ti 

s (9) where 0 < ws < 1 is a steady (again set to 0.1 in the 

future examples), ti s is the ability period of the packet just 

transmitted. 

B. Cogestion Feedback 

This protocol uses inherent congestion notification. 

Eachnode i piggybacks the packet arranging rate; the 

number ofchild nodes, and packet ability rate, in its packet 

header. Allthe youngster nodes of node i eavesdrop the 

congestion notification information. Whenever the worth of 

packet abilityratio ofparent j of node i denoted by (lowers 

the threshold or greaterthan 1, multipath rate manipulation 

procedure (explained in the next section) is triggered. 

C. Priority-based Rate Adjustment 

Our multipath rate manipulation scheme uses hop by hop 

rate adjustment for several paths. In this protocol, the output 

rate of a node is manipulated by adjusting the arranging rate, 

rsch. Infact, by adjusting the arranging rate for parent j, ri 

jsch; the packet defeat due to buffer overflow is evaded and 

automatically the finished arranging rate, risch is adjusted as 

arranging rate is the sum of arranging rate for all the parents 

j of node i. 

 

Fig. 3: Priority-based Rate Adjustment 

The algorithm works as follows: 

1) Initially, the packet ability ratio for every single node i 

will be 1, every single node will have a lower arranging 

grate, ris ch; and the scheduling rate for every single of its 

parents will be distributed i.e. it find packet entrance period, 

packet ability period and packet service rate riscr. 

2) Every single node i will adjusts its arranging rate towards 

multiple parents by shouting procedure. At early every 

single node I calculates its packet ability ratio as well as its 

parents i.e. in t his period priority index is ascertain and 

check. 

3) Calculating the arranging rate, every single node, i update 

their initiating rate according to the method. The originating 

rate depends on the arranging rate as well as on the priority 

for every single request data demanded by the sink. 

IV. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT 

We have gave comprehensive simulations to assess the 

performance of our scheme. We ascertain the threshold 

value of packet ability ratio, μ alongside the simulation.The 

edition in use for this dissertation is edition 2.32, alongside 

connection of the allin- one package that operates on Linux. 

The routing protocol is implemented employing C++ and 

the scenarios are implemented with scripts composed in 

TCL that contain commands and parameters for simulator 

initialization, node conception and configuration. The frank 

parameters demanded for simulation are the movement 

outline file, the contact outline file and the configuration 

file. The movement outline file describes all node 

movements as the contact outline file describes the packet 

workload gave at the web layer during simulation. These 

two files vitally contain the description of the simulation 

scenario. The final input is theconfiguration file that defines 

the ad hoc web routingprotocol that is frequently the main 

file whereas the scenario filesare called. The procedure for 

running the scenarios is shown inFig.6:Figure 6. Flow 

Diagram for Running Scenario in NS-2Figure 7. Running 

Scenario in NS-2: Period 1As delineated above there are two 

kinds of simulation results a text established output file 

recognized as draw file and graphicalbased file. The main 
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constituent of the Ns-2 simulator is the event scheduler. 

Every single packet in Ns-2 is exceptional and has its own. 

 

Fig. 6: Running Scenario Flow Diagram for NS-2 

 

Fig. 7: Running Scenario in NS-2: Stage 1 

The text established output encompassed the 

features of simulation data and can be analysed by software 

design program to become the required information. The 

draw file can be utilized to record individual packet data as 

it arrives, departs or dropped at the link or queue. The NS-2 

encompass assorted kind of trace format suitable for 

disparate kind of simulation such as wirelesstrace format 

(version 1 and 2), AODV routing algorithm trace format 

,DSR routing algorithm draw format and others. The second 

output file is basically an input file to a graphical simulation 

instrument recognized as Web Animator (NAM) which 

assists the user to become extra data concerning their 

simulation by visualizing packet draw data. NAM can 

graphically display information such as throughput and 

number of packet drops at each link, even though the 

graphical data cannot be used for precise analysis. The 

aftermath from the simulation are generated in files, an 

output draw file (*.tr). The draw file will contain data on the 

assorted events that occurred, details of node deeds, packet 

transmissions and receptions etc. Scutiny of these packets 

can ascertain the performance effects from parameter 

variation, routing protocols and areperformed employing 

awk scripts. 

V. CONCLUSION  

In this paper, we are counseling a distributed and scalable 

technique that eliminates congestion inside wireless sensor 

network, and that will safeguard the fair transport of packets 

to the destination node, or center station. We say that 

fairness is achieved after equal numbers of packets are 

consented from each node. As in finish, we have countless 

sensors transmitting data to the center station .So, counseled 

hop-by-hop upstream congestion control protocol for WSN, 

shouted PCCP. Congestion manipulation protocols will 

circumvent or cut packet defeat due to buffer overflow, and 

remain lower manipulation overhead that consumes less 

energy. It’s support established QoS metrics such as packet 

defeat ratio, packet stay, and throughput. It will counsel 

fairness to guarantee so that every single node can 

accomplish fair throughput. Most of the continuing work [3] 

[4] guarantees easy fairness in that every sensor node 

obtains the alike throughput to the sink. In fact, sensor nodes 

could be whichever outfitted alongside different sensors or 

geographically used in disparate locale and therefore they 

could have disparate significance or priority and  need to 

gain disparate throughput. PCCP will notice congestion 

njointly employing packet inter-arrival and ability times. 

The node priority index and realizes weighted fairness; it 

works for both single-path and multi-path routing. PCCP 

will accomplish high link utilization and flexible fairness. 

PCCP will lead to small buffer size; it will avoid/reduce 

packet defeat and in turn improves energy-efficiency, and 

will furnish lower delay .Compare the Priority-based 

congestion manipulation protocol(PCCP) alongside 

congestion manipulation fairness (CCF) performanceand 

compute to notice congestion on packet inter - entrance 

period. 
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